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v BRIGHTON & HOVE
ALBION FC

20 • 11 •2019
K.O. 19:45PM



At the Heart of Our Community, 
with Community at Our Heart

At Canons High School we are thrilled to be official supporters of 
the London Bees for the 2019/2020 Season of the FA Women's 
Championship.  

We believe in the importance of developing great partnerships 
that provide potentially life-changing opportunities for our 
students, confident that by engaging these young people 
partners will benefit too.  

If you are interested in seeing how over a thousand 
incredibly talented children and young adults can work 
with your organisation and, in doing so, develop new 
skills for lifelong learning then contact us on 
partnerships@canons.harrow.sch.uk today.  

Shaldon Road, Edgware, HA8 6AN   Tel: 020 8951 5780  www.canons.harrow.sch.uk



WWW.JAKOLIVINGSPORTS.CO.UK TEL: 0203 370 1234 

OFFICIAL BENCHWEAR
AND MATCH BALL SPONSOR
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Lee

I’d like to extend a warm welcome to all of the 
Brighton players, staff and fans.

The last game at the Hive produced an entertaining 
0-0 v Charlton and it was great for the players to 
pick up the extra point with some great penalties 
and a top performance from Megan Lynch in goal. 
After playing with 10 players for such a long period 
and changes to the team etc it was a pleasing 
performance that will help us develop.

The Conti Cup performances have been good and 
have put us in a good position in the table heading 
into arguably our two toughest games v Brighton 
and Arsenal. Brighton were excellent at the weekend 
after beating Birmingham 3-0 and continue to get 
better and better. So tonight’s game will be tough 
and after a long trip and a good battle v Durham the 
players have to pick them selfs up and work hard 
against a professional outfit. 

Durham are a good side and up until the penalty we 
were comfortable and had to deal with mainly set 
plays, the players never really recovered after the 
penalty and Durham kicked up another level to see 
the game out, again it’s another game we all learnt 
a lot as the this team continues to push forward 
together. Not our best performance, but not our 
worse. 

Squad wise we are having to manage the group 
carefully but hope that this hectic period doesn’t 
cause us to many issues around fitness and injuries. 
Ideally we would have had more time to prepare and 
recover both tactically and physically ahead of the 
game.

Last weeks support across the WSL and FAWC was 
excellent with some brilliant crowds and we again 
hope that anyone new to the Hive join us again. 
Thank you as always for your support and I hope you 
enjoy the game.

WELCOME EVERYONE 
TO TONIGHT’S 
CONTINENTAL CUP 
GAME AT THE HIVE 
V BRIGHTON & HOVE 
ALBION WOMEN. 

#LETSBEETOGETHER



THIS SEASON
DON’T MISS A GAME

BUY TICKETS: VENUETOOLBOX.COM/BARNETFC
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Meg Alex

Brighton have had a great start in the WSL and there coming 
here off the back of a great win at the weekend. In football you 
always went to test yourself against the top teams and play 
against opponents from the top league and what better place 
to do it, then the Hive under floodlights. 

It’s a quick turnaround for us after travelling up to Durham 
at the weekend where we lost 3-1. I believe we had a good 
first half and matched them all over the pitch but the second 
half penalty for them changed the momentum and we 
struggled to get back in to the game. We understand that you 
have to compete for 90 minutes to beat the top teams and 
considering Durham have been together for years and we are 
still a squad bonding after so many summer signings, I was very 
proud of our performance. We get better each game and I’m 
excited for the game tonight to challenge ourselves against 
top opposition.

We had a long journey at the weekend but we are very excited 
to be back at the Hive in front of our home fans. We have a 
fantastic squad and we’re all itching to get out there tonight 
and put on a good performance for you all. 

See you soon,

FIRSTLY I’D LIKE TO 
WELCOME BRIGHTON TO 
THE HIVE IN WHAT SHOULD 
BE A VERY EXCITING GAME.

COME ON YOU BEES!



Find your nearest centre at
TheFA.com/SSEWildcats

THESE WILDCATS
JUST LOVE
TO PLAY

SSE Wildcats provide girls aged  
5-11 the opportunity to have fun,  
make friends and play football.

With over 1,000 centres nationwide,  
find a centre near you and join the fun!



CLUB
Nickname

GROUND
BROADFIELD STADIUM

CAPACITY

6,134  
CHAIRMAN
STEPHEN KING
MANAGER
HOPE POWELL

Founded



ABOUT BRIGHTON & 
HOVE ALBION
CLUB HISTORY
The origins of Brighton & Hove Albion women’s football team can be traced back 
to 1990, where local sports retailers, C&C Sports, became affiliated to Brighton 
& Hove Albion FC following the initiation of Albion’s Football in the Community 
scheme.

The affiliation saw the team named as Brighton & Hove Albion Women & Girls’ FC, 
playing their matches at the Withdean Stadium. This also coincided with a change 
to the league structure, with the club joining the Premier Division of new South 
East Counties Women’s League formed from Sussex Martlet League and Kent/
Surrey clubs.

Several divisional changes took place during the mid-nineties and in 1994 Albion 
were competing in the newly rebranded FA Premier League Southern Division, the 
second tier of women’s football. Albion also played three matches at the Goldstone 
Ground, including match-ups against Milton Keynes and Horsham, as well as 
against Whitehawk in the Sussex Women’s Cup semi-final.

In 1995 the club won the inaugural Sussex Women’s Cup, a competition that they 
would have considerable success in with a total of 17 triumphs.

A short-lived stint in the top flight at the turn of the century saw Albion competing 
with the biggest teams week in, week out. Following this, Albion were back playing 
in the second and third tiers.
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Lea Le Garrec joined Albion in August 2019.

Le Garrec became the fourth women’s team signing of 
the window, following the arrivals of Danique Kerkdijk, 
Matilde Skovsen and Megan Walsh.
Lea began her senior career at Evreux, before 
subsequent moves to Montigny-le-Bretonneux and 
Paris St Germain.

She joined Guingamp for her first spell at the club 
in 2012, and was there for two years before a move 
to Saint Malo in 2014. Le Garrec returned back to 
Guingamp in 2016, ahead of her latest move to the 
Albion.
The midfielder has represented France from every 
level from under-16s to the seniors, and was part of the 
under-19 squad that won the European Championships 
in 2010.

Wales international, Kayleigh Green was Albion’s first 
signing of the 2018 summer transfer window, arriving 
from Yeovil Town in June.

Green began her career with Cardiff City, where she 
made her European debut in the UEFA Women’s 
Champions League, before moving to Yeovil in March 
2016.
Whilst at Yeovil, Green had a brief loan spell at Italian 
club Chieti Calcio Femminile, where she featured for 
the Serie B side five times.
The forward made 24 appearances for Albion in 
2018/19. So far this season, Green has scored five goals 
in all competitions, including four from the penalty spot.

Fliss Gibbons rejoined Albion in August 2017 ahead of 
the club’s first-ever season in FA WSL 2.

It is the Gibbons’s second spell at the club after a 
memorable 2014/15 campaign, when she was named 
the club’s Women’s Player of the Year, scoring ten goals 
in 17 league appearances.
 After leaving the Seagulls in 2015, Gibbons joined 
Millwall Lionesses, where she spent she spent just over 
a year, before re-joining Gillingham at the start of the 
2016/17 season.
She broke a goalscoring record at the Kent club, scoring 
an incredible 33 goals in 19 appearances in the FA 
Women’s Premier League Southern Division One.
The 25-year-old has been used more as a full-back 
during her second Albion spell, but scored in a 5-1 win 
over Crystal Palace in a Continental Cup match last 
season.

Women’s football changed to play their league season over 
the summer following the introduction of the Women’s 
Super League (WSL) in 2011, and in 2014 a second 
division was added. Despite applying for a licence to play 
in the newly formed season tier, Albion were ultimately 
unsuccessful in their bid.

However, this didn’t hold the club back, firstly setting a 
record 3,256 attendance for a Women’s Premier League 
match in 2015, and just one season later Albion won the 
Premier League Southern Division. Just one game stood 
in their way to promotion to WSL 2, and a 4-2 play-off 
victory over Sporting Club Albion (now West Bromwich 
Albion) secured the team’s WSL status for the first time.

Changes back to playing a winter league meant that Albion 
had to wait over 15 months for their league bow, playing 
the Spring Series, without any promotion or relegation, 
during this time.

During the Spring Series, former Albion midfielder George 
Parris took interim charge of the side. Former England 
national team manager Hope Powell was then appointed 
as manager in September 2017.

Albion finally kicked off their WSL 2 campaign during 
that month with a 1-0 win away at Aston Villa and had a 
successful season, finishing as runners-up to eventual title 
winners Doncaster Rovers Belles.

Due to further changes announced by the FA, Albion’s 
second-place finish didn’t result in promotion and instead 
each WSL club had to reapply for a licence to play in one 
of the two divisions.

Albion applied for a licence to play in the top tier of 
women’s football and it was announced in December 2017 
that the club was successful in its application. As part 
of the licence, a fully professional Albion moved to the 
People’s Pension Stadium, the home of Crawley Town FC.

In their first season in the FA Women’s Super League, 
Albion secured a ninth-place finish in 2018/19 and 
recorded notable victories over Yeovil Town, Liverpool, 
Birmingham City and West Ham United. 
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Change “I want it” 
to “Can I afford it?” 
BarclayPlus children’s account for 11 to 15 year olds.

Change the conversation. Search BarclayPlus.

Let’s go forward

Untitled-1.indd   2 30/08/2019   09:35



PROVIDING STATE OF THE ART DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING TO THE COMMUNITY

OUR HIGHLY QUALIFIED TEAM OF EXPERT PHYSIOTHERAPISTS HAVE LONG 
EXPERIENCE IN MEETING THE DEMANDS PLACED ON PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES 
AND PERFORMERS. THEY CAN PROVIDE YOU WITH AN EXCEPTIONAL LEVEL OF 

CARE, WHATEVER YOUR RECOVERY NEEDS

One-Stop non-invasive cardiac investigation centre.
For the management of all major cardiovascular conditions, including 

hypertension, ischaemic heart disease, arrhythmias, heart failure, valve disease and 
coronary risk factors. 

Our Private GP Service offers individuals and families a high quality service with 
consultations at your convenience, expert medical advice, prompt test results, and 

specialist referrals.

CARDIO DOCTOR

PHYSIO

W: WWW.TICHEALTH.CO.UK   ||  T: 0333 358 5111 
O P E N  8 A M  T O  8 P M ,  7  D A Y S  A  W E E K
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Another draw taking place recently is that for the FA 
Women’s Cup second round. Some notable ties include 
an East Midlands derby between Derby County and 
Nottingham Forest, a north eastern derby between 
Sunderland and Middlesbrough, and another local derby 
between Barnsley and Sheffield FC. Other notable ties 
including former WSL sides include Oxford United vs 
Plymouth Argyle, Yeovil Town vs Southampton FC, and 
Keynsham Town vs Watford.

We are now at the quarter final stage of the UEFA Women’s 
Champions League, and there are two British sides in action. 
Reigning WSL champions Arsenal are up against French side 
Paris Saint Germain Féminine, and Glasgow City will face two 
time Champions League winners and twice runners up VfL 
Wolfsburg. The other two ties see an all Spanish tie between 
Atletico Madrid and Barcelona, and Olympique Lyonnais 
Féminin and Bayern Munich. The first legs will take place at 
the end of March, and the second legs in early April.

Current WSL league leaders Chelsea have signed Australia 
international Sam Kerr. The 26 year old signs on a two and 
a half year deal from Chicago Red Stars, having previously 
scored 33 times in 58 international appearances. She is also 
the all time top scorer in the top flights of both Australia and 
the USA, having played for several clubs across both nations.



Last Sunday saw a new record attendance 
be set in the WSL, the second time that 
record has been broken this season. A total 
of 38,262 spectators witnessed Arsenals’ 
2-0 win against Tottenham Hotspur at the 
Tottenham Hotspur Stadium. The game 
is the first women’s North London derby 
to take place as a league game, with the 
two clubs having previously only played 
each other in various cup competitions and 
friendly games.

England manager Phil Neville has said that 
he has never even considered stepping 
down from the position, claiming that he 
has received “unwavering support” from 
the FA. When being interviewed on the 
matter, Neville said: “No. Firstly, it’s not in 
me to walk away from a big challenge”. He 
continued: “Secondly, when you preach for 
18 months, two years, a plan, a togetherness 
and a style of play that you want to play, 
particularly with this group of players, that, I 
have to say, I think we have an unbelievable 
connection [with]”.

Casey Stoney has signed a new contract at 
Manchester United to keep her as manager 
at the WSL club until 2022. Casey initially 
joined the club last year, become the clubs’ 
first ever manager. So far this season, she 
has guided them to fourth place in the top 
flight, having won three out of their opening 
five games. “I am extremely proud to be 
involved with Manchester United and I’m 
honoured to be head coach of such an 
incredibly hard-working and talented team” 
she Stoney. “I’d like to thank the club for 
the fantastic support they have given me 
since we started this journey and for the 
trust in what we are building here”.



PHYSIO



L O N D O N  B E E S

What’s your main responsibilities on a 
matchday?

Being the Goalkeeping coach my main responsibility is 
ensuring that the starting goalkeeper is fully prepared for 
the match, and that the sub goalkeeper is ready should 
she be needed. With the rest of the squad I will commonly 
assist the finishing drill at the end of the warm up. I try to 
interact with the rest of the squad to make sure they’re 
happy and ready for the game.

Your journey to the ground – any 
particular music, do you get nervous as a 
coach, what’s your general feeling on route 
to a game?

I don’t get particularly nervous no, as a supporting coach, 
most of the work has gone in during the week rather than 
on matchday itself. In a previous life when I used to play, I 
used to get incredibly nervous. No particular music but I 
do have a couple of motivational songs that are a feature 
of every match day (anything to distract me from the 
Jubilee line)...

What’s it like to work with two really good 
goalkeepers? How do the two differ – do 
they have preferences in the way they like 
to prepare for a game?

They’re a fantastic bunch to work with, not just Sarah and 
Megen, but the younger girls coming through too. They’re 
both incredibly talented and were lucky to have both 
together, as each other’s presence is a healthy competition 
which pushes the other to be better. They both have their 
individual qualities that stand them out but in general they 
have a similar approach to goalkeeping. They are both 
fantastic presences in the changing room and both have 
been in different leadership positions throughout their 
careers. M
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AHEAD OF THIS EVENINGS CONTI CUP 
CLASH WITH THE SEAGULLS WE CAUGHT 

UP WITH BEES GOALKEEPER COACH 
CRAIG BOOTH TO DISCUSS WHAT A 

MATCHDAY IS LIKE!



L O N D O N  B E E S

Due to this, there is a lot of respect and understanding 
for the drills and the matchday warm ups - almost like 
I’m coaching two coaches each week! We have a very 
open dialogue about what they want to see and how we 
approach different scenarios, but generally, they have 
been happy to trust in the training structure built in order 
to develop them both, and keep them both on the top of 
their game.

For you watching the game, what’s your 
feelings? Do you solely focus on the 
‘keeper or do you feel pretty relaxed?

Super relaxed (I wish)! I’m always confident, we have 
two fantastic goalkeepers that will very rarely make any 
mistakes, performing consistently at high levels. I enjoy 
the tactical battle in football matches so I do tend to get 
drawn into that, but I leave the majority of the on-pitch 
stuff to the real outfield experts, Lee and Sian. We have 
a good communication channel and whenever I spot 
anything we will quickly address it as a coaching team, 
and go from there. Post-match, just like any of the 
outfielders, I spend time analysing key moments for the 
goalkeepers, both positive and constructive - using that 
as developmental tools for future training sessions.

Any pre-match superstitions?
Not really as a coach, I like to have a quick chat with 
everyone pre match, but I do the same on a training day. 
You can tell a lot about the character of a player and a 
team by a quick chat in the changing room in the build 
up to a game. I like to be over-prepared for a match 
day, then you have time on your side to fix anything 
that arises, rather than improvising through. Also, if 
I’m travelling alone, the last song I listen to before any 
matchday is always The Opener by the Courteeners.

How have you enjoyed your time at The Hive 
so far?

Thoroughly enjoyed it. I have previously worked in the 
Scottish Womens Premier League with Spartans FC, and 
loved every minute of my time there. A fantastic family 
club setup which does an enormous amount for the 
community. A job relocation meant that I had to leave 
that behind, so to find a club like London Bees, with a 
similar setup and genuine good people working for it has 
been an enormous factor in driving my happiness whilst 
being south of the border.

What’s it like working with Lee and Sian?

Thoroughly enjoyed it. I have previously worked in the 
Scottish Womens Premier League with Spartans FC, and 
loved every minute of my time there. A fantastic family 
club setup which does an enormous amount for the 
community. A job relocation meant that I had to leave 
that behind, so to find a club like London Bees, with a 
similar setup and genuine good people working for it has 
been an enormous factor in driving my happiness whilst 
being south of the border.

Favourite moment so far with the Bees?

It would be wrong to say a social event, right? We have 
had some great team building events. I generally really 
enjoy training, it’s a great atmosphere to be in. If I have 
to pick one moment, it would be between the win against 
Blackburn (as it was my first game with the club, and it’s 
close to home), and the win against LC Lionesses in the 
Conti Cup.



Barclays Bank UK PLC. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Financial Services 
Register number 759676). Registered in England. Registered number 9740322. Registered office: 1 Churchill Place, London E14 5HP.

The best stories  
are yet to be written
The world is watching. The fans are waiting. The players are ready. The new 
Barclays FA Women’s Super League season is here, and it’s all to play for. 

Creating opportunities with football.
 
#AllToPlayFor

 BarclaysFootball  @BarclaysFooty
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THE BEES FELL TO DEFEAT ON A DIFFICULT AFTERNOON AGAINST 
HIGH FLYERS DURHAM AT NEW FERNES PARK LAST SUNDAY 

(17TH NOV)

DURHAM
W.F.C.

LONDON
BEES

-
Sarah Robson’s opener was cancelled-out 
by Amelia Hazard, before a Beth Hepple 
penalty and a late goal from Iris Achterhof 
secured the three points for the Wildcats.

Nicki Gears sent an early header over the 
bar before Ellie Christon’s rasping long-
range drive was held by stopper Sarah 
Quantrill.

The Bees had chances of their own with 
Meg Alexander putting a great cross in 
that was inches away from meeting the 
boot of the onrushing Hazard.

The hosts made the breakthrough e on 19 
minutes as Robson met a corner, before 
bundling the ball over the line to give the 
Wildcats the advantage.

It was almost two moments later as a 
powerful free kick deflected off the wall, 
before being headed onto the foot of 
the post and thankfully bouncing clear of 
danger..

The equaliser was a truly special goal, as 
Sarah Quantrill punched clear a corner 
which found Amelia Hazard who went 
on a 50 yard run before slotting past the 
goalkeeper to see us level.  

The Bees then looked to be on the front 
foot and take the game to their hosts, 
they found themselves in good positions 
throughout an impressive first half display.

However, in the second half the hosts 
showed why they are such formidable 

opposition on their own turf as they were 
in charge for large parts of the second 
half.

On 59 minutes there was controversy as 
the referee awarded the hosts a penalty 
for an alleged push, it was a decision 
that can only best be described as a soft 
decision, Ellie Wilson was also booked for 
her troubles.

Durham continued to press forward with 
Gears close to doubling the lead when she 
slid wide at the far post, with Burch’s side 
still trying to muster an equaliser on the 
counter attack.

There was to be a third in the 86th 
minute, though, when substitute 
Achterhof turned home Hepple’s low 
cross.

The Bees remain fourth in the FA 
Women’s Championship ahead of a busy 
run of fixtures against the leagues top 
teams.

 

London Bees team: 

Quantrill, Wilson (Brooks ’80), Alexander, Robert, 
Pickett, Horwood, Nunn, Giddings, Gibson, Gamby 
(Whinnett), Hazard (Dench).

Unused subs: 

Lynch



The best way to work with London Bees FC is to become a 
partner. Having an official partner status provides exclusivity 
for sponsorship rights in your chosen field for the minimum 
two year tenure. London Bees FC will help promote brand 
awareness and develop a long-standing partnership with 
your business aiding both parties to reach out to various 
stakeholder groups and ultimately grow the businesses. 

PARTNER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

 » Stadium perimeter advertising boards.
 » Matchday programme advertisement.
 » Match sponsorship.
 » Electronic scoreboard advertising at all London Bees FC  

 league games at The Hive.
 » PR launch and web articles.
 » Classroom use.
 » The Hive London corporate membership.

FOR BOOKING AND INFORMATION:

Clinton Casten
E: ccasten@thehivelondon.com
T: 02083 813800 ext.1045



Change the conversation 
on mental health 

#headsup

thefa.com/headsup



LONDON
BEES

MANAGER. 
LEE BURCH
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Sarah Quantrill
Ellie Wilson
Megan Alexander
Hayley West
Georgia Robert
Billie Brooks
Lauren Pickett
Bonnie Horwood
Lucy Loomes
Brooke Nunn
Rosie Kmita
Courtnay Ward Chambers
Taylor O’Leary
Georgie Giddings
Megen Lynch
Nicola Gibson
Nikita Whinnett
Mollie Dench
Connie Forman
Flo Gamby
Amelia Hazard
Merrick Will

BRIGHTON & HOVE
ALBION 

MANAGER. 
HOPE POWELL

Megan Walsh
Beth Roe
Fliss Gibbons
Dani Bowman
Fern Whelan
Laura Rafferty
Aileen Whelan
Kirsty Barton
Ini Umotong
Kate Natkiel
Amanda Nilden
Matilde Lundorf
Sophie Harris
Danique Kerkdijk
Kayleigh Green
Ellie Brazil
Megan Connolly
Jodie Brett
Emily Simpkins
Victoria Williams
Maya Le Tissier
Libby Bance
Lea Le Garrec
Ellie Hack

MATCH
OFFICIALS

ASSISTANT:
JORDAN CUSHEN

ASSISTANT:
ANDREW HICKMAN

REFEREE:
STACEY PEARSON

FOURTH OFFICIAL:
JACK BLOXHAM

V CHARLTON ATHLETIC  
24 • 11 • 2019
K.O. 2:00PM

NEXT MATCH
AT HOME


